


Why do you have so 
much unused inventory taking 
up space in your warehouse?

There can be several reasons why you have excess 
inventory. Incorrect orders that weren’t returned. 
Large minimum orders. Equipment purchased for a 
special project. Suhner has the solution.

 FLEETCare@Suhner  ABRACare@Suhner

Optimized machine fleet 

Personalized runtimes 

Predictable, transparent costs

Sustainable and  
resource-conserving

Optimized warehouse stock

Delivery based on your needs

Payment after usage,  
not after delivery

Pricing based on volume



Why are your skilled technicians 
spending valuable time 

on administrative tasks?

Restocking shelves, running to the hardware store 
for inventory, organizing repairs and more can take 
staff away from the production line. Suhner saves you 
time and money by eliminating these time consuming 
tasks.

 FLEETCare@Suhner  ABRACare@Suhner

Replacement machines

Uncomplicated repair service

Leased machines

Quick provision of supplies  
based on your needs

Refill service

Cabinet system



Option of a stored standby  
machine for 100% availability

Quick repair service

Replacement machines

No downtime thanks to a  
sufficient number of machines

Guaranteed availability

Optimized warehouse stock

Delivery based on your needs

Do you have confidence 
that everything you need is 

always in stock?  

The day-to-day problems of a production compa-
ny are well known. Bottlenecks due to supply chain 
disruptions or limited access to specific products in 
stores, to name a few. Suhner can help.

 ABRACare@Suhner FLEETCare@Suhner



The machine fleet is adapted  
to your processes

Ergonomic workflows 
makes processes faster 

and more effective

Abrasives and machines  
are perfectly compatible

Processes that meet 
your quality standards

No unsuitable or  
excessive abrasives

Are your workflows 
as optimal as they could be?

Our experts work closely with you to gain a deep 
understanding of your work processes. That helps us 
determine the best combination of tools and abrasives 
to deliver the quality and efficiency to optimize your 
workflows.

 FLEETCare@Suhner  ABRACare@Suhner



Put Suhner to work for you!

With FLEETCare, our equipment leasing program, 
and ABRACare, our inventory management system - 
Suhner can help add cost efficiency and keep pro-
duction lines moving. Each service is tailored to your 
processes and requirements, and our experts advise 
you at your facility so technicians can use our ma-
chines and abrasives in a real-life work setting. 

 FLEETCare@Suhner  ABRACare@Suhner

Advice on site  
at your production facility

Try out machines  
in your production facility

Training and expertise

Advice on site  
at your production facility

New products and samples

Training and expertise



www.suhner.com

Switzerland Suhner Schweiz AG Lupfig abrasive.ch@suhner.com +41 (0)56 464 28 80
Switzerland Suhner Schweiz AG / Turbo Trim Lupfig turbo-trim.ch@suhner.com +41 (0)56 464 28 80
Germany Otto Suhner GmbH Bad Säckingen abrasive.de@suhner.com +49 (0)7761 557 0
USA SUHNER Ind. Products LLC. Rome/GA abrasive.us@suhner.com +1 (706) 235-8046
Austria SUHNER SU-matic  Wien abrasive.at@suhner.com +43 (0)1 587 16 14
France SUHNER France SAS Ensisheim abrasive.fr@suhner.com +33 (0)3 89 82 39 96
Italy SUHNER Italia S.r.l.  Zola Predosa (BO) abrasive.it@suhner.com +39 0 35 22 06 98
Australia SUHNER Pty Ltd. Silverwater abrasive.au@suhner.com +61 (0)2 96 48 58 88
Mexico SUHNER Productos Ind. San Juan del Rio abrasive.mx@suhner.com  +52 427 272 39 78
India SUHNER India Pvt. Ltd. Bangalore abrasive.in@suhner.com +91 (0) 80- 27 831108
China Suhner Ind. Techn. Ltd.  Suzhou abrasive.cn@suhner.com +86 512 628 77 808


